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Vibrational analysis of the 131-O overlayer on Ru„0001…

P. He and K. Jacobi*
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 26 August 1996!

A densely packed 131-O overlayer with an oxygen coverage of 1.0~relative to the number of substrate
surface atoms! was prepared on Ru~0001! by sequential dissociation of O2 and NO2 and studied by means of
high-resolution electron-energy-loss spectroscopy. Two dipole-active modes were observed at 81 and 7.3 meV
due to an'(Ru-O) stretch mode and a new surface mode, respectively. The value ofn'(Ru-O) is shifted to
higher energy compared to that for the known 232-O and 231-O adlayers at smaller oxygen coverages.
These measurements indicate that the O2 dissociation is kinetically hindered for oxygen coverages larger than
0.5. @S0163-1829~97!03107-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chemisorption studies with well-defined single-crys
surfaces are crucial for the exploration of the element
steps in heterogeneously catalyzed chemical reactions. S
the oxygen chemisorption on Ru~0001! is fairly well under-
stood. Oxygen chemisorbs dissociatively and the oxy
atom is bonded in the hcp threefold-hollow sites. Two
dered overlayers are observed at room temperature, a 232
structure at an oxygen coverage ofuO50.25, and three do
mains of a 231 structure, rotated by 120° with respect
one another, atuO50.5, which is the maximum oxygen cov
erage that could be achieved so far.1–3 In the unit cell of the
231-O phase, the mutual separation between neighborin
atoms is one and two Ru lattice constants, respectively
that—at least from purely geometrical arguments—o
could speculate that also a 131-O phase withuO51 might
be accessible in which the O atoms form the same lattic
the Ru~0001! substrate. Actually, there has been one spe
lation on such a high-density phase based on the h
pressure experiments of a catalytic oxidation experimen4,5

The lack of a high-coverage phase for oxygen adsorption
Ru~0001! may be due to kinetic hindrance of dissociation.
this is the case, one may hope to prepare a high-cove
phase by exposure to a high oxygen pressure or by expo
to a more strongly oxidizing molecule such as NO2. Indeed,
the latter approach has been successfully employed
Pt~111!,6,7 and more recently also on Ru~0001! for which a
131-O with a negligible amount of subsurface oxygen8 and
a surface withuO.1 ~Refs. 9 and 10! could be prepared.

In the present paper we report on high-resolution electr
energy-loss spectroscopy~HREELS! measurements for th
131-O overlayer on Ru~0001!, which was prepared by firs
exposing the Ru~0001! surface to O2 at room temperature
until saturation was reached, and subsequently exposing
NO2 at a sample temperature of 600 K. After preparation
sharp 131 low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! pattern
was observed, and the results presented in the follow
show clearly that this phase is a pure 131-O overlayer. The
Ru-O stretch moden'(Ru-O) is found at 81 meV, i.e.
shifted to a higher frequency compared to theuO50.5 phase.
Furthermore, we observe a new loss at 7.3 meV, which
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assigned to a phonon in the RuO double layer taking i
account a specific change in the spacing between the first
second Ru layers of the Ru substrate found in a recent st
tural analysis by LEED.8

The paper is organized as follows: after an experimen
section II, we present and discuss our results in Sec.
which is followed by our conclusion.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh vacu
~UHV! apparatus with a base pressure of 1310211 mbar,
which was achieved by a pumping line free of oil consisti
of a Ti sublimation pump~TSP!, a turbomolecular pump
with magnetic suspension~NT 340M, Leybold!, a drag pump
~TCP015, Balzers!, and a diaphragm pump~MD4T, Vacu-
brand!. The apparatus consisted of two chambers—the up
chamber contained an argon ion gun, a quadrupole m
spectrometer, and LEED optics. The lower chamber hou
a high-resolution electron-energy-loss spectrometer for
cording vibrational spectra. The two chambers were se
rated by a valve, so that the lower chamber was kept a
pressure of 3310211 mbar, during exposure of the sample
the upper chamber to gas doses. The recently develo
HREEL spectrometer~DELTA 0.5, Vacuum Science Instru
ments! delivered 6.1 pA at a full width at half maximum
~FWHM! of 0.97 meV of the straight-through beam. Th
spectrometer consists of a double monochromator and
single analyzer. The analyzer and the sample are rotatab
allow the selection of the angle of incidence and the angle
emission. The HREEL spectra were taken at a 60° angle
incidence with respect to the surface normal and in spec
geometry if not noted otherwise. The energy resolution w
set to be 1.9 meV across the sample, and typical count r
in the elastic peak of about 33105 counts/s were achieved
All the HREEL spectra were recorded with the sample
room temperature.

The sample was mounted using W wires in narrow slits
the edges of the sample and was heated by electron bomb
ment from the backside. The sample temperature was m
sured by a Ni-Cr/Ni thermocouple spot welded to the up
edge of the sample. Cleaning of the surface was achieve
cycles of sputtering and annealing. The cleanliness was v
fied by LEED and HREELS. Coverages mentioned el
4751 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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4752 55P. HE AND K. JACOBI
where in this paper are given relative to the number of s
strate surface atoms.

The preparation of the 131-O adlayer with a coverage o
uO51 was the same as in Ref. 8, i.e., the 131-O phase was
accomplished by first exposing the Ru~0001! surface to O2 at
room temperature until saturation was reached; i.e.,
231-O phase with a coverage ofuO50.5 was formed. Sub
sequently the Ru(0001)-231-O surface exposed to NO2 at a
pressure of about 531027 mbar for 15 min. The sample
temperature was set to 600 K so that during decomposi
of NO2 into adsorbed O and NO~the dissociative sticking
coefficient of NO2 is about 1!, only O remained on the sur
face while NO was instantly released into the gas pha
@Note that NO desorption on Ru~0001! is completed at abou
500 K.11#

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The pure 131-O phase

The preparation of the 131-O phase has been alread
mentioned above. After oxygen saturation by dosing O2 at
room temperature a sharp 232 ~three domains of 231)
LEED pattern was observed and transformed into a sh
131 one by subsequently dosing NO2 at sample temperatur
of 600 K. The HREEL spectrum recorded in a wide ener
range is shown in Fig. 1. The dominant feature at 81 meV
assigned to the vibration of O adatoms perpendicular to
surface. This mode is similar to the vibration of O in th
232-O and 231-O phases except for the larger vibration
energy2,3,12,13~see Fig. 2 below!. A small feature at 31 meV
is attributed to a phonon excitation of the Ru substrat13

Most interestingly, we observe a so far unobserved los
7.3 meV including the related gain peak.

In Fig. 1 we present the HREEL spectrum up to 300 m
so that the intramolecular stretch modes of the most lik
contaminations, such as CO and NO, may be observa
Apparently there are no other features in the spectrum t
those related to O or Ru. This is quite reasonable since
the 131-O phase we do not envisage any adsorption site
enough separated from oxygen to accommodate an adso

FIG. 1. HREEL spectrum for the Ru~0001! 131-O surface at a
sample temperature of 300 K. The primary energy is 4.0 eV. T
different scaling factors of the intensity are indicated. The FWH
of the elastic peak, measured on the bare Ru surface, is 1.9 m
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molecule. The spectrum of Fig. 1 clearly shows that a p
131-O overlayer was achieved and confirms the result
the LEED intensity analysis8 in which a conclusion was
drawn on a negligible amount of subsurface oxygen. T
differs from the result of Mitchell and Weinberg9 who ob-
served the formation of the subsurface oxygen (RuOx),
which was characterized by the appearance of bands a
(740 cm21) and 103 (820 cm21) meV in HREELS. They
also found some residual NO left at the surface.

In Fig. 2 we compare the HREEL spectra of the differe
oxygen phases. One recognizes that the 131 phase fits to the
trend of increasing energy of then'(Ru-O) stretch mode
with oxygen coverage. Furthermore, we have observed
n'(Ru-O) approaches 54 meV in the limituO→0 ~Ref. 14!
where we expect isolated oxygen atoms. The latter obse
tion enlarges the energy range of then'(Ru-O) mode, which
ranges from 54 to 81 meV. The direction of this shift is n
well understood. From TDS as well as from calculatio
based on density functional theory15 ~DFT! the binding en-
ergy decreases with coverage. For the hcp site the chan
from 5.5 eV~for the 232 structure! to 5.28 (231) and 4.84
(131). If the potential normal to the surface gets shallow
one would expect the frequency of the perpendicular mot
to decrease accordingly, opposite to the experimental re
Dipole-dipole interaction leads to a shift into the directio
indicated by the experiment but the expected amount is o
in the percentage range so that this effect cannot explain
large shift observed in the experiment. It seems that, w
increasing coverage, the potential well gets stiffer from
lateral repulsive interaction between the adsorbed atom
that the frequency may be larger although the depth of
potential well is shallower. It is interesting to note that

e

V.

FIG. 2. HREEL spectra of the three ordered oxygen overlay
232-O (uO50.25), 231-O (uO50.5), and 131-O (uO51).
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55 4753VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE 131-O OVERLAYER . . .
similar effect is observed for other chemisorbed atoms, e
N on Ru~0001! ~Refs. 13 and 16! and for Cs on Ru~0001!.17

B. The low-energy mode of the 131-O overlayer

In Fig. 3 we show the HREEL spectrum near to the elas
peak in greater detail. Both loss and gain peaks are w
resolved. By curve fitting using a standard technique w
Gaussian line shapes the average energy between loss
gain is found at 7.3060.05 meV. The relative intensity of th
loss and gain peak is in good agreement with the sam
temperature. At 300 K the first excited state of this phonon
occupied to some degree so that the electron beam can
up its energy by annihilation of a phonon. The loss
7.3 meV is not observed for the other oxygen phases as
be seen from Fig. 2 and Refs. 2,3,12 and 13. The low ene
of this mode indicates that the uppermost Ru layer may p
ticipate and that a structural change within the first Ru la
may occur during the increase ofuO from 0.5 to 1.0. Fortu-
nately, the structures of the different oxygen phases are
ready determined in LEED intensity analyses.8,18,19The pa-
rameters are summarized in Table I, which includes also
values for the 131-O phase from a recent analysis.8 Oxygen
occupies always the hcp threefold-hollow site. The Ru
bond length stays nearly constant whereas the Ru-O l
spacing somewhat increases. This curious trend is due to
fact the both the first and the second Ru layers are buc
for the low-coverage phases. The first and second Ru in
layer spacings are taken from the LEED data by averag
the positions of the buckled atoms. The most remarka

FIG. 3. HREEL spectrum of the Ru~0001! 131-O surface near
to the elastic peak including loss~positive loss energy! and gain
side~negative loss energy!. The elastic peak with a FWHM of 1.9
meV is the same as in Fig. 1.
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result in comparing the different structures is the change
the first Ru interlayer spacing, which changes from24.0 to
10.2 and 3.7%. The quarter monolayer of oxygen does
remove the first Ru interlayer contraction of22.3% found
for the bare Ru~0001! surface.20 The interlayer spacing
changes with coverage and atuO51 the trend is even re
versed; i.e., there is now an expansion by13.7%. A similar
expansion~of 13.1%) has been found for the O/Zr~0001!
system for which 1 ML of oxygen is expected to be acco
modated in octahedral sites between the first, second,
third surface layers.21 In our case, both LEED intensity
analysis8 and our HREELS measurements indicate that th
is no noticeable amount of subsurface oxygen. According
the work of Mitchell and Weinberg subsurface oxygen giv
rise to dipole-active modes at 92 and 102 meV, which
not observed in our measurements. Only after several run
our experiment we got some indications of subsurface o
gen. The main effect was that the 7.3-meV phonon w
smeared out considerably. There is a quite obvious rela
between the change in interlayer spacing and the occurre
of the 7.3-meV phonon. Oxygen attracts some charge fr
the first Ru layer, which leads to a weakening of the bo
between the first two Ru layers. These results and the
frequency of the mode lead us to believe that it is a phon
in the RuO double layer. The nature of this mode has to
clarified by future experiments and calculations.

C. Quenching of the lower symmetry derived modes

In general, HREELS is a very appropriate tool in explo
ing surface phonons including their dispersion. This
achieved by recording HREEL spectra in off-specular geo
etry. In the case of adsorption, if the overlayer is ordered
has a smaller surface Brillouin zone~SBZ! compared with
the substrate SBZ, some substrate phonon modes ca
folded back toG from the high symmetry points of the sub
strate SBZ and may become observable in specular geom
if they are dipole active.22–24This quite general phenomeno
is also observed for the O-Ru~0001! system as discussed i
the following.

The O adatoms occupy hcp threefold-hollow sites in
three oxygen phases.8,18,19The bare Ru~0001! surface and its
232-O adlayer exhibitC3v symmetry.

2,3 The symmetry is
lowered toCs in the 231-O phase2,3 while it is raised again
to C3v in the 131-O phase. By folding theM point of the
substrate SBZ back toG in the 232-O phase two dipole-
active substrate phonons were observed, besides the pe
dicular n'(Ru-O) mode. They are found at 18 me

TABLE I. Structural parameters for three oxygen phases
Ru~0001!.

232-O 231-O 131-O
~Ref. 18! ~Ref. 19! ~Ref. 8!

Ru-O bond length~Å! 2.0360.06 2.0260.06 2.0060.03
Ru-O layer spacing~Å! 1.1860.03 1.2060.02 1.2560.02
First Ru interlayer
spacing~%!

24.061.4 10.260.9 13.761.4

Second Ru interlayer
spacing~%!

21.961.4 10.060.9 20.561.8
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4754 55P. HE AND K. JACOBI
(145 cm21) and 29 meV (230 cm21), respectively, and are
assigned to the shear vertical~SV! and the parallel (P, simi-
lar to a breathing mode together with the oxygen ato!
mode, respectively.3 In the 231-O phase, two substrat
phonons, which are dipole active and derived from theM
point of the substrate SBZ folded back toG, are observed
and assigned to the SV~17 meV! and P ~28 meV! modes,
respectively. In addition, there is one parallel mo
n i(Ru-O) at 55 meV (440 cm21) observed atG, which is
due to the lower symmetry ofCs ,

3 i.e., because of this lowe
symmetry, the two Ru-O normal modes@n'(Ru-O) and
n i(Ru-O)#, which lie within the reflection plane perpendicu
lar to the surface, belong to theA8 symmetry and are there
fore dipole active. The other parallel mode is not dipole a
tive and is not observable in specular HREELS.2,3

In contrast, the 131-O adsorbate SBZ is the same as th
of the substrate and there is no folding back of substr
modes in this phase. Since the symmetry is raised toC3v ,
out of the three normal modes of oxygen, only theA1 mode,
n'(Ru-O), which is polarized perpendicular to the surface
dipole active and, therefore, observable in specu
HREELS. The other two degenerate modes ofE symmetry
are polarized strictly parallel to the surface, and are dip
inactive.25

Figure 2 exhibits HREEL spectra for the three differe
oxygen phases. The results for the 232-O and the 231-O
phases are in good agreement with the data in
literature.2,3,12,13In the 232-O phase the adsorption-derive
substrate SV andP modes are at 19 and 29 meV, respe
tively, while in the 231-O phase, the SV andP modes are
at 17 and 29 meV, respectively, and the lowerCs symmetry
derived parallel moden i(Ru-O) is at 53 meV.

Now we come back to the 131-O phase. In Fig. 2, we
can clearly see, as we expected, that the SH andP modes are
not observed for the 131-O phase due to the change
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symmetry. A small peak at 31 meV is observed now, whic
is due to a Ru phonon since it is also observed on the b
surface.13 In the 232 and 231 phases this loss is probably
hidden by the surface phonon modes at 29 meV.

IV. CONCLUSION

Using HREELS evidence is given that a well-define
densely packed 131-O overlayer can be prepared o
Ru~0001! by sequential dissociation of O2 and NO2. This
result confirms that O2 dissociation on Ru~0001! is kineti-
cally hindered for oxygen coverages above 0.5. The oxyg
Ru stretch moden'(Ru-O) is observed at 81 meV in the
dipole scattering mode, i.e., at theG point of the surface
Brillouin zone. Its energy is shifted to a higher value com
pared to the other oxygen overlayers at lower oxygen cov
ages. The amount and direction of this shift are not und
stood yet. From the decrease in binding energy with oxyg
coverage one would expect a shift into the opposite dire
tion. The potential well perpendicular to the surface becom
steeper with coverage although its depth decreases. A sec
dipole-active mode is found at 7.3 meV. Its low energy ind
cates that it may be due to a phonon in RuO double lay
which is somewhat decoupled from the second Ru layer
indicated by a recent structure determination.8 The nature of
this mode has to be clarified by future experiments and c
culations.
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